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Abstract
It is proposed four dimensional curved space-time with de-Sitter group
of motion. Theory contain free dimension constants of length, impulse
and action. Under infinite values of these parameters theory pass to usual
Minkowski space-time with Poincare group of motion. In modified space
gauge invariant field theory is constructed.
1 Introduction
Imagine for a moment that theory of relativity was discovered by the following
logical pure theoretical manner. The physic of Newton is invariant (except of
translations) to rotations
→
l i= ǫijkxjpk and transformation of Galileo
→
g i= tpi.
These generators satisfy the following commutation relations
[li, lj ] = ǫijklk, [li, gj ] = ǫijkgk, [gi, gj ] = 0
If one will try to modify this relation the obvious and simplest way is to add to
the left side of the last equation term proportional to 1
c2
ǫijklk. With dimension of
c as velocity. Indeed
→
l is dimensionless and
→
g have inverse of velocity dimension.
After this it would be possible to construct theory invariant to new group of
motion which will be different from mechanics of Newton only in the domain of
velocity near to c.
The same logic was used in attempts to construct quantum spaces. But
preliminary the goal was change the properties of Minkowski space only on
microscopic space-time distances. But from analyzes of dimensions it follows
that all additional parameters arises in denominators exactly as c in example
above and to have correct results at least at distances of the solar system it is
necessary to assume their values on the cosmical level.
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The most general form of the commutation relations between the elements
of the quantum four-dimensional space-time and its group of motion (x- coordi-
nates, p- impulses, F - generators of Lorenz transformation, I -unity element) are
the following ones [6] ( these relations are written under assuming that Lorenz
group is included into the main laws of the nature)
[pi, xj ] = ih(gijI +
Fij
H
), [pi, pj ] =
ih
L2
Fij , [xi, xj ] =
ih
M2
Fij ,
[I, pi] = ih(
pi
H
−
xi
L2
), [I, xi] = ih(
pi
M2
−
xi
H
), [I, Fij ] = 0 (1)
[Fij , xs] = ih(gisxj − gjsxi), [Fij , ps] = ih(gispj − gjspi)
[Fij , Fsk] = ih(gjsFik − gisFjk − gjkFis + gikFjs)
Commutation relations (1) must be supported by some additional conditions
which responsible for correct limit to usual Minkovski space-time in the infinite
limit of dimensional parameters. Such conditions looks as
IFi,j =
xjpi − xipj + pixj − pjxi
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which in Minkovski limit (I → 1) represent relation between angular moments
and linear coordinates and impulses. The additional conditions above allow to
choose definite representation of algebra (1) in the unique way [1].
In the case of consideration problems in classical physics in (1) it is necessary
to do transformation
lim
[A,B]
ih
→ {A,B}
(change all comutator of quantum theory on corresponding Poisson brackets)
and consider (1) on the level of functional algebra [2]).
Commutation relations of the quantum space contain 3 dimensional param-
eters of the dimension length L, the impulse Mc→ M and the action H . The
equalities of Jacobi are satisfied for (1). It should be stressed the signs of L2,M2
are not required to be positive. The limiting procedure M2, H → ∞ leads to
the space of constant curvature, considered in connection with Column problem
by E.Schredinger [3], L2, H →∞ leads to quantum space of Snyder [4], H →∞
leads to Yangs quantum space [5]. Except of L2,M2 parameter dimension of
action H was introduced in [6].
The term quantum space is not very adequate to this problem, because the
modified classical dynamics may be considered in it (also as electrodynamics,
gravity theory and so on). More correct but not so short this problem may be
called as possible generalized manifold of the world and its group of motion.
In general (1) is commutation relations one of real forms of six-dimensional
rotation group. In the case L2 →∞ as it follows directly from (1) commutation
relations between pi, Fi,j exactly coincide with commutation relation of Poincare
2
algebra and thus the last is the group of motion of the space-time manifold under
consideration in this case. Such version of quantum space was considered in [8].
We advice to the reader consider at first this more simple case. After this the
reading of this paper will be more easier and understandable.
2 Realization of quantum space on the base the
usual Minkovski one
The form of realization quantum space is demand for its understanding some
knowledges from representation theory of semi-simple algebras [1]. Below we
present some other form of realization (of course equivalent to previous one) but
for checking of its validity sufficient knowledges of first chapters of usual curse
of quantum mechanic. Let us seek operators of four dimensional coordinates
and impulses in a form
p¯i = api + bAi, x¯i = cpi + dAi, Ai = ρxi + [
x2 + 1
2
pi − xi(xp)] (2)
where x¯, p¯ coordinates and impulses of real space-time and p, x non physical
the same of Mikowski space with commutation relations [pi, xj ] = gi,j and x
2 =
x20 − (
→
x )2, (xp) = x0p0 − (
→
x
→
p ), a, b, c, d, ρ arbitrary parameters which will be
defined below. From definitions above the following commutation relations take
place
[Ai, Aj ] = xipj − xjpi ≡ Fi,j , [pi, Aj ] = gi,j(ρ− (xp)) + Fi,j , [(xp), xi] = xi,
[(xp), pi] = −pi, [(xp), Ai] = Ai − pi
Now
[p¯i, x¯i] = (ad− bc)gi,j(ρ− (xp)) + (ad+ bc+ bd)Fi,j = gi,jhI +
h
H
F¯i,j
From which we obtain relation and equation
I =
ad− bc
h
(ρ− (xp)) ≡ δ(ρ− (xp)), F¯i,j = θFi,j , ad+ bc+ bd =
h
H
θ
Absolutely by the same way from commutation relations between p¯i and x¯i we
obtain additional pairs of equations
b2 + 2ab =
hθ
L2
, d2 + 2dc =
hθ
M2
At last
[I, x¯i] = δ[(ρ− (xp)), x¯i] = δ(c+ d)pi − δdAi =
h
M2
p¯i −
h
H
x¯i
3
from what follows system of equations
δ(c+ d) =
ha
M2
−
hc
H
, −δd =
hb
M2
−
hd
H
From [I, p¯i] =
h
H
p¯i −
h
L2
x¯i absolutely by the same way it arises the system of
equations
δ(a+ b) =
ha
H
−
hc
L2
, −δb =
hb
H
−
hd
L2
Linear homogeneous system of equations connected b, d lead as proper value
δ = h
√
1
H2
− 1
M2L2
and its solution in a form d = t
M2
, b = ( 1
H
− δ
h
)t Non
homogeneous system of equation for a, c have the solution
a =
δ
h
)t+
t1
L2
, c = (
1
H
−
δ
h
)t1
After substitution these expressions into definition δ via them we come to rela-
tion connected parameters t, t1 in a form
t2
M2
+ 2(
1
H
−
δ
h
)tt1 = h
2
Checking the equations containing θ parameter show that all 3 equations are
satisfy under the choice θ = h. The second Kazimir operator of (1) looks as
K2 = I
2 +
(p)2
M2
+
(x)2
L2
−
(xp) + (px)
H
+
∑
i≤j
(giiFi,jgj,jFi,j)(
1
H2
−
1
L2M2
) ≡
I2 +
(x − L
2
H
p)2
L2
+ (
h2
H2
−
h2
L2M2
)(−
L2(p)2
h2
+
∑
i≤j(giiFi,jgj,jFi,j)
h2
) (3)
From (1) it follows that quadratical form in the last brackets is Kazimir operator
of the group of 5 dimensional rotations in dimensionless form.
3 Gauge field theory
Let 10 generators of the group of the motion p, f, l in dimensionless form denote
with indexes generators of 5-th rotation group Pi,j . From (??) we have P5,i =
L
h
p¯i, Pij =
θ
h
(xipj − xjpi) Then commutation relations between Pi,j looks as
[Pi,j , Ps,k] = gj,sPi,k − gi,sPj,k − gj,kPi,s + gi,kPj,s
After summation in both sides of this equation on indexes s, j we obtain equality
∑
j,s
gj,s[Pi,j , Ps,k] = 3Pi,k
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Now let us construct Lie derivatives. To all operators of shifts in unphysical
Minkovsky space add gauge potential. In other words in considered above real-
ization Pi,j via pixj exchange pi,→ pi + Ai, xj → xj , where as usually Ai take
values in some semi-simple algebra. Objects obtained in such way let us denote
as P li,j . Let us introduce
Gi,k =
∑
j,s
gj,s[P
l
i,j , P
l
s,k]− 3P
l
i,k, 1 ≤ i, j, .. ≤ 5
Tensor of the field Gi,k does not contain operators of differentiation on un-
physical Minkovski space and under gauge transformation of potential Ai →
SAiS
−1+SxiS
−1 transforms as Gi,k → SGi,kS
−1. Action constructed with the
help of Lagrangian function of gauge invariant theory with de Sitter group of
motion looks as
S =
∫
d4Y −4Spur
∑
i,j,k,s
gj,igk,sGi,sGj,k
About calculation of invariant mesure see Appendix. Now let us calculate all
components of gauge field tensor. We regroup terms in p¯i and represent it in
equivalent form p¯i = f(pj+Aj)+bxj(ρ− (x, p+A), where f = a+b
1+x2
2 . From
this moment index 5 will excluded and all latin litters take values of unphysical
Minkowski space.
G5,k =
∑
s
gj,s[p¯j , Gs,k] =
∑
s
gj,s[f(pj +Aj) + bxj(ρ− (x, p+A), xs(pk +Ak)− xk(ps +As)] =
In further calculation only the following basic commutation relations are neces-
sary
Fi,j = [pi +Ai, pj +Aj ], [pi +Ai, xj ] = g
i,j ,
where now Fi,j gauge field tensor of unphysical Minkovski space, in terms of
which Lagrangian function will be represented. Result of interrupted calculation
is the following
3p¯k + (f − bx
2)
∑
s
gj,sxsFj,k
As was explained above the second term in the last equality is numerical value
transforming as p¯k (see Appendix) with respect to de-Sitter transformation and
as tensor of the field with respect to gauge ones. Now
∑
s
gA,B[P li,A, P
l
B,j ] = g
5,5[P li,5, P
l
5,j ] +
∑
s
gs,s[P li,s, P
l
s,j ]
Let us calculate first term with the same comments as was done few lines above
[f(pi+Ai)+bxl(ρ−(x, p+A)), f(pj+Aj)+bxj(ρ−(x, p+A))] = f
2[pi+Ai, pj+Aj ]+
5
b(2f − bx2)(xi(pj +Aj)− xj(pi +Ai)) + fb(xj
∑
s
gs,sxsFs,i − xi
∑
s
gs,sxsFs,j)
By the same way calculation of the second term lead to
∑
k,s
gk,s[xi(ps +As)− xs(pi +Ai), xk(pj +Aj)− xj(pk +Ak)] =
2(xi(ps +As)− xs(pi +Ai))− x
2Fi,j + xi(xF )j − xj(xF )i
Keeping in mind condition of dimensionless in the first lines of this section
summation of these two results lead to finally expression for Gi,j
Gi,j = (
L2
h2
f2−x2)Fi,j−(
L2
h2
fb−1)(xi(xF )j−xj(xF )i), Gi,5 = −
L
h
(f−bx2)(xF )i
All coefficience in the expressions above may be expressed via one function
Y = (f − bx2) = a+ b2 −
bx2
2 as follows
L2
h2
f2 − x2 =
L2
h2
Y 2,
L2
h2
fb− 1 = −b
L2
h2
Y
Now keeping in mind (3) and comments after it after simple manipulations we
obtain density of Lagrangian function and corresponding action in a form
L = Y 4Spur
∑
giigjjSpur(Fi,jFi,j), S =
∫
d4xSpur
∑
giigjjSpur(Fi,jFi,j)
On the first look result is strange that we have action Lorenz invariant theory
with translations. But it is necessary to keep in mind that theories with zero
mass are invariant to additional conform transformation and thus invariant with
respect to arbitrary linear combinations of translation and conform transforma-
tions. Generators p¯ are exactly of this kind. And thus there are two possibilities
construct theory with interaction with matter invariant to space time translation
as it was done in the usual theory invariant to Poincare group,or construct the
theory with interaction invariant with respect to de-Sitter group of five dimen-
sional rotations. Exactly of this kind is unphysical Minkovski space considered
in the present paper.
The part of action responsible for interaction the gauge field with Dirac
particles have the form
S =
∫
d4xY −4(ψ¯(
∑
γip¯
l
i +
∑
(γiγj − γjγi)F¯
l
i,j)ψ)
where γi, ψ¯, ψ matrices of Dirac and spinors functions ( four dimensional rep-
resentation of de Sitter group). It is obvious that such constructed action is
invariant as to gauge transformation as to transformation of de-Sitter group.
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4 Outlook
The main result is the new alternative to Minkowski space-time picture of the
universe. We have challenged one of the fundamental principles of the usual
theory - its invariance with respect to space-time translation. While the invari-
ance under Lorenz transformations has been confirmed by all physics of the 20th
century, the translation invariance has no direct experimental confirmation.
In the present paper we have rewritten results of [1] and generalized [8] in the
form that is closest to the usual theory. To describe the world with 3 additional
parameters it is necessary to solve equations of gauge field theory invariant with
respect to de-Sitter group. The form of these equations are fixed uniquely from
the conditions of gauge and de-Sitter invariance. Of course, first experimental
results for or against of this theory should be expected from the cosmological
data, where results of calculations will be in the greatest contradiction with the
predictions of the usual theory.
But in the physics of elementary particles the change should be no less
revolutionary, because symmetry does not know anything about the distances,
and replacing a non-semi-simple Poincare algebra by a semi-simple de-Sitter
algebra may lead to unexpected consequences. Moreover, the proposed theory
of the Universe is not time invariant [6] and this circumstance also may have
unexpected repercussions both on microscopic and on macroscopic scales of
observation.
Of course it is not possible exclude possibility that in future unphysical
Minkowski space of the present paper become physical one. It was many times in
the science when from un correct foundations was obtained new correct results.
We remind that result of Lorenz transformation was considered on duration of
almost 30 years as unphysical ones. And only analyses of Einshtein return them
into real world.
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6 Appendix
In this Appendix we would like to show how four dimensional manifold trans-
formed under de-Sitter transformation (shifts e(αp)). xi(t) = e
(αp)txie
−(αp)t in
connection with results of section 3 xi(t) satisfy the following system of ordinary
differential equations
x˙i = (a+ b
1 + x2
2
)αi − b(αx)xi
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As a consequence we have equations for scalar function
x˙2 = (2a+ b− bx2)(αx), ˙(αx) = (a+ b
1 + x2
2
)(α)2 − b(αx)2,
(2a+b−bx2) ≡ Y, (αx) = −
1
b
˙log Y , −
1
b
¨log Y = (2a+b−
Y
2
)(α)2−
1
b
( ˙log Y )2
The last equation with the trivial manipulations takes the form
1¨
Y
=
(α)2h2
L2
(
1
Y
−
bL2
2h2
)
with obvious solution
1
Y
=
bL2
2h2
+ c1 sinh
(α)h
L
t+ c2 cosh
(α)h
L
t
Now the first equation above rewritten as
x˙i
Y
= (2a+ b−
Y
2
)αi ≡
αi
(α)2b
1¨
Y
after this all other manipulations absolutely clear.
With the results above it is possible to calculate invariant mesure of the
space M(x2)d4x. Function M satisfy the equation M˙ + (
∑
i(x˙i)xi)M = 0.
Substituting all necessary values from the formulae above we obtainM = cY −4.
By the same arguments and technique we have for same transformation
equations for p
p˙i = −bxi(αp)+bαi[(xp)−ρ]+b(αx)pi, ˙(αp) =
b(α)2
2
[(xp)−ρ],
1
Y
˙(xp) =
1
2
(αp)+
1˙
Y
[(xp)−ρ]
After once differentiation the last equation and taking into account equation for
1
Y
we pass to equation for [(xp)− ρ]
¨[(xp) − ρ] =
(α)2h2
L2
[(xp)− ρ]
Transformation above is similar to conformal invariance of zero interval in rel-
ativity [7].
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